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About us
Established in the year 2011, we, Classic Industries, are one of the 
leading Manufacturer and Exporter of a wide range Kitchen-ware & 
House-ware Products. Our Product range includes All Types of Kitchen 
Choppers & Cutter, Stoves, Non Stick Cook wares, Cleaning Mop, 
Various types of Household Kitchen Product etc. Since quite some time, 
we are known in Indian Sub Continent for the quality of products we provide, 
which in turn helps us attain maximum client satisfaction. We are regarded 
for the designs of our products, and have been serving a vast number of 
clients across the Indian Sub Continent.

The Products we offer are ideal to be used on daily basis and are known by 
the patterns of their splendid finishing, perfect poise, resistance 
against stains and attractive look. Our offered range finds its wide 
applications in various homes, hotels, restaurants, food outlets for cooking as 
well as serving various purposes.

All this products are designs using quality material like Stainless Steel & 
Mild Steel, Aluminum, Plastic, Brass etc which is procured from reliable 
vendors. Also the unique & eye catching designs and shapes of our product vendors. Also the unique & eye catching designs and shapes of our product 
range an edge over others. Thus this helps us to cater the requirement of 
various industries like home supplies and food serving effectively.

We owe our success to our modern infrastructure and a team of highly 
trained professionals, which works in unity. We follow a stringent production 
process, to attain a uniform quality in the entire product range. Post 
production, all these products pass through a number of quality examinations 
based on several norms so as to maintain the standard of quality of our 
products. We believe in ethical business dealings only, and have earned a 
reputation for the same. We export our products in Middle East, United 
States, Turkey, Africa, Iraq, UAE, UK, Nigeria, Australia, Myanmar, Sri 
Lanka and many more destinations globally.

We have a team of highly experienced and trained professionals who work in 
unity to achieve the goals of the organization. Our team implements various 
ways to improve the production process, quality control and supplying 
process. Our team involves experienced professionals, quality experts, sales 
and marketing executives and administrators.
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